
Game Master’s Notes 
First thing to say is don't worry about looking or sounding silly – this goes for 

recording messages on the computer to welcoming your team and guiding them to the 
overall presentation and quality of your game. People will love the time and effort you have 
put into this and the more you embrace it, the more they will get out of it. Try a dodgy 
accent, maybe even wear fancy dress. People are quick to forgive and forget the odd hiccup 
but will remember the positives of the game.
 
I. Welcome Brief: 

If the game is a surprise you might meet them at the door with the following:

“Ah, inspector, you made it. I'm glad you could come because this case needs someone 
of your expertise. If you’ve not been briefed yet let me run you through the few details 
we're sure of....” 
“We had an anonymous call of a disturbance here this morning, a uniformed officer 
attended, found the house open with no sign of forced entry and 3 bodies sat at the 
table [indicate where]. The bodies have been removed and are currently undergoing 
forensic testing – they have yet to be formally identified, we assume one was the owner 
but it is yet to be confirmed. Initial reports from toxicology indicate poisoning  is a 
probable cause of death.” 
“If you're as good as the boss says then you should be able to find out what exactly 
happened here, find the identify of the victims and confirm the cause of death.” 
“With the exception of the victims, nothing has been touched in the house. It’s all yours. 
I'll be on hand if you need me to look up any information and I can offer you my opinions 
and thoughts at any time. Good luck Inspector” 
 
Then hand them a pen and notepaper and let them explore the scene.

II. Your role: 

During the game the players may ask for help (i.e. what is the strongest suit? How do 
you play dominoes? Where is this city?) These things can be searched online by you or them 
(you could pretend to look them up and give them answers). You are welcome to help as 
much or little as you like. A good games master lets players figure things out on their own 
without them getting too frustrated or annoyed at a particular puzzle. If you sense this then 
a well timed piece of new information might come in; ”wasn't there a reference to a puzzle 
earlier...”, “I'm sure I've seen these initials somewhere before...”, or if they're venturing off 
on a tangent, for example searching in a room with no clues maybe say that “the officers 
have already searched here and nothing of interest was found”.
 

Once the main detective work has been done and the killer/motive is revealed (once 
they find Scarlet’s diary note) then you may need to prompt them further “Where could we 
go, should we find the treasure?” 
When they mention the catacombs of Rome, pull out the travel pass and bring them to the 
door of room 4. Before entering room 4 perhaps ensure they have all the notes required: the 
identity of all 4 adventurers and code 2 left by Scarlet in her PO Box.



III. Clues and padlocks list 

1. Table set-up 
2. Colin’s letter + set-up
3. ID + Briefcase room 3
4. Suitcase room 1
5. Code computer (+ mirror)
6. Script video 1
7. Steel wire + cutters
8. Box on Table room 1
9. Script video 2
10. Blinds
11. Lamp
12. Puzzle
13. Pegs, dominos and dice
14. Riddle + frame
15. Tube + Magnet on string
16. Post with book for code 1
17. Code 1
18. Map
19. Scarlet’s diary note
20. Wine + travel pass
21. Final challenge code 2

IV. Clue Solutions  

Suitcase lock puzzle: Playing cards. The clue given on the suitcase lock “Strongest suit first” 
gives the order of the code (Spades, Hearts, Clubs). In the above example the answer would 
be 3 5 8

Laptop puzzle: The laptop turns on but is locked with a password note on the laptop says 
“wash hands first” which should direct the team into the bathroom. The bathroom mirror 
says “always wash with hot water” team should turn on the hot tap creating steam to reveal 
the hidden password (written with a soapy finger earlier).

Video 1: contains information explaining what the letter in Amber Riley’s jacket is and 
points to search Amber Riley’s jacket for key to padlock A.

Steel wire puzzle: The scissors have a note on them - “steel wire cutters”. The string around 
the door to room 2 has a corresponding note “steel wire”. To release the scissors simply use 
the key found in the suitcase (removes lock B). To open the scissors the key found in AR's 
pocket must be used (padlock A). This gives you access to Room 2 containing the key for 
padlock D and the briefcase. With the key you’ll get all remaining puzzle pieces, dice, and 
video 2 from box on the table.

Video 2: contains the following information: hint at blinds and lamp clues, importance of 
the book that should arrive by mail soon (hints at looking at post box and that it might help 
decipher a code) and that the wine on the table is the wine they drank when they all first 
met and that this is the only bottle they ever found since (it’s Scarlet’s poisoned bottle).

Padlocks: 

A. Scissors lock (key locked)
B. Bike chain (key locked)
C. Scarlet’s diary note (number locked)
D. Box on table room 1 (key locked)
E. Final Treasure (number locked)



Peg puzzle: Set the top letters in the right order to spell RIDLEY then you can read the rest 
of the clue that points you to the picture/painting on the wall (where the riddle is hidden).

Riddle Answer: “Don't be blinded by the light, you'll see the puzzle of dominoes and dice” 
Simply gives the order in which you should input the puzzles results  into the numerical lock 
on the briefcase:

• Blind: Whatever number has been written (7 in our case)
• Light: Whatever number has been written (9 in our case)
• Puzzle:When complete the riddle is:

My first is in first but not second
My second is in oval but not square
My third is in up but not down
My fourth is in right but not left

                     It should be easy enough to get the number FOUR

• Dominoes: Note reads “If I start with 2, what do I end with...?”  The dominoes can 
only be arranged in a way that ends with whatever number you choose (1 in our case).

• Dice: The note says “the sum of my odds is…”. Once all the die have been found: that 
number is part of the code (for 5 die, answer is 4 - 5)

When combined the numbers should give a 6 digit number that opens the briefcase (7-9-4 
1-4-5)

Scarlet code 1: This code translates as the following:

Palermo ∣ Munich ∣ Genoa ∣ Sarajevo ∣∣
London ∣ Rotterdam ∣ Poitiers ∣ Geneva ∣ Cambridge ∣∣
Gdansk ∣ Lubeck ∣ Bonn ∣ Berlin ∣ Pragues ∣ Verdun ∣∣
Valladolid ∣ Barcelona ∣ Gibraltar ∣∣

When the cities on each line are joined up on the map the following numbers are revealed: 
4, 8, 5, 7.

Scarlet’s diary letter: Reveals where to look for the treasure: capital due south of Venice is 
Rome (check map), reveals her last name (Steel) and hence initials (SS) and explains how the 
3 people where poisoned (the wine).

Scarlet code 2: The colour/number correlation gives the final 4 numbers linking the colours 
in each persons name to the 4 digits opening the final padlock

 

Gives the letters:
FIRT
OVL
UP
RIGH

SS – Scarlett Steel – Red -0
AR – Amber Ridley – Orange -6
SB – Steve Bluewing – Blue -4
CG – Colin Greenwood – Green - 2


